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ABSTRACT 

 

No doubt, water is the most important liquid on the planet.  In addition to the 

obligatory need for water in life, water is widely used in diverse applications.  In most 

applications if not all, water is interfaced with different materials, at different phases 

depending on the application.  This unique value of water originates from its chemical 

structure, which is based on hydrogen bonding.  Although these chemical bonding in bulk 

liquid and vapor water have extensively been investigated, in interfacial water are not yet 

fully understood.  This thesis presents an investigation of ultrafast vibrational dynamics 

of hydrogen bonding in interfacial water.  In a first chapter, the experimental technique 

and tools needed for the study of interfacial vibrational dynamics are exposed.  In the first 

part of a second chapter, vibrational coherence dynamics of free OH stretch modes at the 

alumina/water interface are investigated.  And in the second part, vibrational coherence 

dynamics of hydrogen bonded OH stretch modes at the calcium fluoride/water interface 

are investigated.  To understand the dynamics of vibrational energy flow within an 

interfacial network of hydrogen bonding, the investigation of vibrational coupling 

dynamics at the calcium fluoride/water interface takes place in a third chapter.  Unlike 

what has already been reported in this topic, in our work, the vibrational energy will be 

initially deposited at the second vibrational excited state, through an overtone transition. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

It is a consensus that the most important liquid on the planet is water.  Not only 

because it is indispensible for life, but due to its wide and diverse applications1-3.  In most 

applications if not all, water is interfaced with different materials, at different phases 

depending on the application1-3.  In chemistry, due to its polarity, water is widely used as 

a solvent4.  In biology, water hydrates cells and biomolecules5.  In solar cells, water is 

catalyzed by interfacing it with appropriate metals or semiconductors to produce 

hydrogen gas through water splitting by solar energy6, 7.  These interesting properties 

arise from its hydrogen bonding network8.  Consequently, understanding vibrational 

energy flow through these chemical bonds is crucial for the control of bond formation 

and breaking9, 10.  Although these processes have been extensively investigated in bulk 

liquid and vapor water10, 11, they are still not fully understood in interfacial water. 

In order to study interfacial hydrogen bonding, it is suitable to employ a technique 

that is surface specific12-15.  One broadly used technique is vibrational sum-frequency 

generation (vSFG)16, 17.  Within the electric dipole approximation, vSFG is forbidden in 

bulk water due to the presence of inversion symmetry18.  However, this symmetry is 

broken at the interface, which makes vSFG a suitable technique to study interfacial water 

due to its interface specificity12-15.  In a typical vibrational vSFG experiment, a mid-

infrared (mid-IR) pulse, at a frequency ωIR, coherently excites vibrational modes at the 

interface, and a second spectrally narrow pulse in the visible (ωVis), upconverts the 

excited vibrational modes into an induced polarization in the visible at the sum 
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frequency, ωSFG=ωIR+ωVis
19. 

Several vSFG studies have reported vibrational modes of interfacial water in the 

3000-4000 cm-1 frequency range15, 18, 20, 21.  Shown in Fig. 1.1 is a vSFG spectrum 

obtained at the air/water interface18.  It displays a low frequency band centered ~3200 cm-

1 assigned to strongly hydrogen bonded OH stretch modes18, a middle frequency band 

centered ~3400 cm-1 attributed to weakly hydrogen bonded OH stretch modes18, and a 

high frequency mode centered ~3700 cm-1 assigned to the free OH stretch18. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.1: SFG spectrum at the air/water interface.  S-OH: strongly hydrogen bonded 

OH stretch, W-OH: weakly hydrogen bonded OH stretch, F-OH; free OH stretch.  

Adopted from reference18. 

 Several research groups have employed SFG to determine the orientation of water 

hydrogen bonding species at the interface22-24.  Such studies consist of measuring the 

SFG spectrum with different polarization combinations (for mid-IR, visible, and SF 

detection) to access different element of the second order susceptibility tensor22-24.  The 

Wang and Shen groups studied the air/water interface22, 24, and the Richmond group 
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studied the interface of water/carbon tetrachloride (H2O/CCl4)23. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.2: (A) SFG spectrum of the neat CCl4/H2O interface at neutral pH, with the 

least-squares spectral fit to data superimposed as a blue solid line.  (B) Schematic of the 

water molecules in the SFG at the interface, corresponding to the peaks in the spectrum 

of (C).  Dashed lines represent H2O-H2O interactions, and dotted lines represent H2O-

CCl4 interactions.  (C) Peak positions for the various OH modes derived from the fit to 

the data in (A).  Each fitted peak is numbered identifying the relative phase of the 

molecular vibration.  Adopted from reference [23]. 
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The SFG spectrum revealed the presence of four species at the interface of 

H2O/CCl2 (Fig. 2)23.  The fit gave rise to symmetric and asymmetric stretches (no. 3 in 

Fig. 1.2.B and 1.2.C) at ~3618 cm-1 and 3708 cm-1, respectively.  The phase, determined 

from the sign of the amplitude, and the frequencies of the peaks provide evidence that, 

whereas these water molecules have weak or negligible interactions with other water 

molecules, they have a net orientation with their hydrogens pointed into the CCl4 due to 

their interaction with the polarizable interfacial organic phase (Fig. 1.2B)23.  The 

orientation of the free OH (~3669 cm-1) and weakly bonded (~3444 cm-1) OH modes (no. 

4 and 2 in Fig. 1.2 B and C) was confirmed by HOD studies23.  Strongly hydrogen 

bonded OH centered ~ 3250 cm-1 (no. 1 in Fig. 1.2 B and C) is mostly oriented toward 

bulk water molecules23. 

Often, spectral resolution is constrained by the width of the upconverting pulse 

and detection systems, limiting the ability of the vSFG technique to reveal spectrally 

hidden vibrational transitions due to their narrow line-width and/or coupling with 

neighboring oscillators16, 17.  This limitation may be overcome if vSFG experiments are 

carried out in the time-domain, under what is called free-induction decay vSFG (FID-

SFG), with the condition that time-domain measurements have higher temporal 

resolution compared to the vibrational dynamics of the interface.  Additionally, time-

domain vSFG is more sensitive to inhomogeneous broadenings simultaneously present in 

frequency domain vSFG spectra25.  In a typical vibrational FID-SFG experiment, a short 

IR pulse coherently excites vibrational oscillators and creates an initial state of 

vibrational coherence.  Then, at a controlled time delay, ∆τ, a second short pulse probes 

the remaining coherence by generating a sum-frequency polarization.  The FID-SFG 
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technique was reported for the first time by Guyot-Sionnest in 1991 in a study of the 

vibrational dynamics of the Si-H bond on a silicon (111) surface26. 

In order to investigate interfacial vibrational population dynamics using vSFG 

technique, an additional mid-IR pulse is needed.  Typically, a first mid-IR pulse 

resonantly deposits vibrational energy at a vibrational level ν=n, after a controlled time-

delay, ∆τ, a second mid-IR and a narrow visible pulse, via vSFG, probe the dynamics of 

the vibrational energy initially deposited at ν=n level.  Recent reports indicated that upon 

excitation of the fundamental transitions (ν0→1) of OH stretches at the 

silica/octadecyltrichlorosilane/water (SiO2/OTS/H2O) interface, vibrational energy flows 

through hydrogen bonds on three steps13, 14: a sub-100 fs process for spectral diffusion 

among hydrogen bonded OH modes, followed by vibrational relaxation within 100s of fs 

time-scale, before reaching a quasi-equilibrium through thermalization on a sub-ps time-

scale13, 14.  To our knowledge, there is no report of hydrogen bonding dynamics in 

interfacial water upon direct resonant excitation through vibrational overtone transitions 

(ν 0→n≥2).  Considering the importance of overtone transitions in interfacial hydrogen 

bonding, its absence in the literature is not due to the lack of interest but, it is due to 

experimental challenges.  In fact, within the electric dipole approximation, according to 

selection rules in vibrational harmonic oscillator, transitions with ∆ν=±2 are forbidden27. 

The investigation of such interfacial ultrafast vibrational dynamics has been 

facilitated to a large extent by the development of optical parametric amplifiers (OPAs), 

enabling the generation of ultrashort pulses tunable in a wide spectral range28.  The 

dispersion properties of certain nonlinear optical materials such as potassium titanyl 
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phosphate (KTP), lithium niobate (LNB), potassium niobate (KNB), and periodically-

poled stoichiometric lithium tantalate (LiTaO3) provide conditions for group-velocity 

matching between near-infrared (NIR) signal (λs~1000-1600 nm) and mid-IR idler 

( λi~1600-4000 nm) pulses when pumped at the fundamental wavelength of Ti:sapphire 

lasers, thus allowing broadband phasematching in the corresponding wavelength ranges29, 

30.  Such conditions have been implemented, in particular, in KNB to generate ~45-fs 

pulses around 3000 nm10.  Using  specially engineered poled nonlinear optical materials, 

generation of ~25 fs short pulses at 3600 nm was reported30.  Other recent advancements 

in the generation of ultrashort mid-IR pulses include the application of aperiodic 

phasematching31 as well as the developments in the mid-IR optical parametric chirped 

pulse amplification32. 

Recently, the Borguet group developed broadband amplification of NIR and mid-IR 

pulses in a non-collinear OPA (NOPA) based on a two-stage amplification of white-light 

continuum in LNB and KNB crystals29, 33, 34.  These pulses have been applied to the 

frequency-domain vSFG spectroscopy of solid/liquid interfaces33.  Frequently, vSFG 

measurements are carried out in total-internal reflection geometry33, which provides a 

significant increase in the vSFG signal levels.  However, in this geometry the broadband 

infrared pulses unavoidably pass through relatively large thicknesses (≥10 mm) of the 

investigated solid material, in addition to the collimating/focusing optics.  This typically 

introduces temporal chirp into the broadband infrared pulses, which has to be corrected 

for in order to investigate ultrafast vibrational dynamics at the solid/water interface with 

the highest possible temporal resolution. 

 This thesis is organized in three chapters.  In the first chapter, the experimental 
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setup where ultrafast vibrational dynamics in interfacial water measurements are carried 

out is outlined.  In particular, spectral and temporal characterizations of the noncollinear 

OPAs (NOPAs) will be presented.  Because vSFG experiments are carried out in total 

internal reflection geometry33, spectrally broad infrared pulses reach the probed interface 

temporally chirped due to their propagation through different optical materials before 

reaching the probed interface35.  The chirp is compensated for, and an instrument 

response function (IRF) with sub-50 fs full width at half maximum (FWHM) ~47 fs, 

which suggests that infrared pulses are temporally compressed to sub-30 fs durations, 

assuming they are sech2 shaped35. The results presented in this chapter were reported in a 

publication at Optics Letters35. 

The second chapter presents the capture of ultrafast dynamics of vibrational 

dephasing in hydrogen bonding network in interfacial water and how this can be used to 

reveal the presence of distinct oscillators in an inhomogeneously broadened spectrum.  

Dephasing times of free OH vibrational stretch modes at the alumina/water (Al2O3/H2O) 

interface are measured.  A simultaneous fit of frequency and time domains vSFG 

measurements, at frequencies ν>3600 cm-1, suggested the presence of two distinct 

vibrational oscillators.  One oscillator centered ~3680 cm-1, assigned to interfacial water 

free OH stretch and dephases on the time-scale of ~90 fs.  A second oscillator centered 

~3644 cm-1, assigned to interfacial alumina hydroxyl groups, dephases on the order of 

~900 fs time-scale.  The results presented in this part of chapter were reported in a paper 

that accepted for publication in the Journal of Physical Chemistry Letters12. 

 In a second part this chapter, the vibrational coherence of hydrogen bonded OH 

stretch modes at the calcium fluoride/water interface are investigated.  Frequency and 
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time domain SFG measurements suggested the presence of two oscillators; one centered 

at ~3217 cm-1 assigned to strongly hydrogen bonded OH stretch, which dephases on 45 fs 

time scale, and one oscillator centered at ~3404 cm-1, attributed to weakly hydrogen 

bonded OH stretch, which dephases on 34 fs time-scale.  The results presented in this part 

of chapter will be reported in a publication that is currently in preparation36. 

The flow of vibrational energy in the hydrogen bonding network of interfacial water 

will be examined in the third chapter.  Unlike what has already been reported in the 

literature in the topic of vibrational population dynamics in interfacial water13, 14, 37, 

where vibrational energy is deposited at the first vibrational excited state (ν=1), in the 

work presented in this chapter, vibrational energy will be deposited at the second excited 

vibrational state (ν=2), via an overtone transition ν0→2.  Through a vibrational coupling 

ν2→1, vibrational energy deposited at the ν=2 vibrational level flows to the vibrational 

level ν=1 within 850 fs time-delay after excitation, and followed by another relaxation 

and thermalization process14 to the ground state ν=0 within a sub-ps time-scale.  The 

results presented in this part of chapter will be reported in a publication that is currently 

in preparation38. 

The thesis will be concluded by summarizing main research accomplishments and 

prospective research directions in the field of vibrational dynamics at the solid/water 

interface. 
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CHAPTER 2 

GENERATION OF SUB-30-FS MICROJOULE MID-INFRARED 

PULSES FOR ULTRAFAST VIBRATIONAL DYNAMICS AT 

SOLID/LIQUID INTERFACES 

 
Abstract: We describe temporal compression of ultrabroadband, few micro-Joule 

mid-infrared (mid-IR) pulses from a noncollinear optical parametric amplifier (NOPA) 

employed in a sum-frequency generation (SFG) vibrational spectroscopic system, 

operating in total-internal reflection geometry.  The propagation of the mid-IR beam 

through optical materials results in a significant temporal chirp at the probed interface, 

which is analyzed and corrected for by properly managing the total dispersion of materials 

introduced into the mid-IR beam path.  By employing the simultaneous spatial and 

temporal focusing of the broadband infrared pulses at the probed interface, a sub-50 fs full 

width at half maximum (FWHM) for the instrument response function, measured via SFG 

crosscorrelation of the ultrashort mid-IR pulses with an ultrashort (~30-fs) near-IR pulse 

from a synchronized, independently tunable NOPA, was achieved.  From the SFG 

crosscorrelation FWHM, a sub-30 fs duration for the mid-IR pulse was extracted, making 

it a suitable SFG spectroscopic system to investigate vibrational dynamics in hydrogen-

bonded systems at interfaces. 
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2.1 Introduction 

Titanium sapphire (Ti:Sa) based laser systems are developing rapidly due to their 

broad use and applications.  This progressive growth helped the advancements made in 

the generation of laser pulses with ultrashort durations.  Although in the visible and near 

infrared spectral range, since one decade ago, microjoule pulses with durations on the 

order of one optical cycle were acheived39, 40, in the mid-infrared spectral range, it was 

until recently that pulses with durations near one optical cycle were generated28, 35, 41.  

These advancements, to some extent were reached due to noncollinear optical parametric 

amplifiers technology.  A general configuration of a femtosecond NOPA28, 29, 35 is 

sketched in Fig. 2.1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1: Scheme representative of the general configuration of NOPA.  BS: beam 

splitter, Sa: Sapphire window, WLC: white light continuum, SD: stage delay, NLC: 

nonlinear crystal. 

 

The principle of optical parametric noncollinear interaction is the requirement of 

energy conservation (eq. 2.1) and momentum conservation (eq. 2.2) conditions30: 
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isp ωωω +=   (2.1) 

isp kkk +=   (2.2) 

with ωp, ωs, ωi, pk , sk , and ik , are frequency of pump, frequency of signal, frequency of 

idler, wave-vector of pump, wave-vector of signal, and wave-victor of idler, respectively. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.2:  Phase matching curves for OPA in KTP (xz-plane, type II, o-pump → e-

signal + o-idler) at different non-collinear angles between 800 nm pump and seed. Inset: 

internal geometry of the three interacting beams with respect to the crystal axes: z–optical 

axis; α, β –signal-pump and idler-pump non-collinear angles, respectively; θ – phase 

matching angle between pump and optical axis.  Adopted from reference [29]. 

In a nonlinear configuration, the group velocity of a faster-traveling wave (the 

idler) is projected at an angle onto a slower wave (the signal), thus improving the 

temporal overlap of the two.  For example, the phase matching curves for a non-collinear 
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type-II interaction (ordinary (o)-pump → o-idler + extraordinary (e)-signal) in the xz-

plane of a KTP crystal pumped at 800 nm, at different fixed signal-pump non-collinear 

angles (Fig. 2.2) were calculated29.  As shown in Fig. 1.2, at each non-collinear angle 

between the 800 nm pump and the white light continuum (WLC) seed, the phase 

matching condition is fulfilled over a broad spectral range29. 

In this chapter, we demonstrate the compression of the mid-IR idler pulses from a 

LNB-KNB-NOPA at the surface of the calcium fluorite (CaF2) by compensating for the 

overall dispersion caused by the optics in the spectroscopic setup, and by employing the 

simultaneous spatial and temporal focusing (SSTF) developed earlier for microscopy42.  

The combination of the dispersion compensation and SSTF allows to temporally 

compress the broadband mid-IR idler pulses at the focal point of the idler beam42 even 

though it possesses a pulse-front tilt due to the NOPA process34.  In order to perform 

time-resolved SFG spectroscopy on an ultrashort time-scale, we built a second NOPA 

synchronized with the mid-IR NOPA and generating ultrashort NIR (~1500 nm) pulses.  

The instrument response has a FWHM ~47 fs, suggesting that the infrared pulses have 

sub-30 fs duration at the probed interface. 

2.2. Experimental setup for Sum-Frequency Generation 

The experimental setup for the generation of sub-30 fs mid-IR pulses and sum-frequency 

generation spectroscopy is depicted in Fig. 2.3.  The laser source is a Ti:sapphire 

oscillator (MIRA, Coherent) regeneratively amplified with a BMI Thales (Alpha 1000) 

laser system operating in fs mode as described elsewhere43.  The fundamental pulse is 

centered at 800 nm with 150 fs pulse duration at 1 kHz repetition rate, and energy of 600 

µJ per pulse. The regenerative amplifier (regen) output is used to pump two NOPAs; 
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NOPA1 is used to generate ultrashort mid-IR pulses and NOPA2 to generate ultrashort 

NIR pulses.  The beam transmitted through BS1 (Fig. 2.3) is used for mid-IR pulse 

generation as described previously33.  Briefly, NOPA1 is based on the ultra-broadband 

amplification of the near-IR portion of white-light continuum, generated in a sapphire 

window, in two consecutive NOPA stages33, 34.  The first stage is based on a 2-mm thick 

congruent LNB crystal (type I, cut at θ=48o), while the second stage is based on a KNB 

crystal (2.5-mm thick, type I, cut at θ=38o)33.  The external non-collinear pump-seed 

angle at the second stage is reduced to 3° (~1.5o internal) in order to decrease angular 

dispersion in the mid-IR idler output while maintaining the broad bandwidth of the 

NOPA. 

 The portion of the 800 nm beam reflected by BS1 (Fig. 2.3) was used to pump 

NOPA2 for NIR pulses generation.  It is based on broadband type-II amplification of 

WLC from 800-nm pumped sapphire-in KTP29.  By setting the external non-collinear 

angle between the WLC seed and the 800 nm pump to ~7º, and the internal pump beam 

phase-matching angle close to ~49°29, we achieve ultrabroadband amplification of near-

IR pulses in the 1100-1600 nm range from the KTP-NOPA29. 

The signal from NOPA2 was collimated using a 250 mm CaF2 lens (L1), and 

residual WLC was filtered out using two silicon wafers (Si-w in Fig. 2.3, 1 mm total 

thickness).  The collimated signal of NOPA2 was temporally compressed using two 

Brewster-angle (69.6°) fused silica prisms separated by a distance of 310 mm.  The 

dispersion in the signal of NOPA2 caused by propagation through KTP, Si-w, L1, L2 and 

CaF2 prism was compensated for by adjusting the distance between P1 and P2 and the 

beam insertion in P1 and P2.  The compressed NIR pulse was sent through a motorized 
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stage-delay before it was focused (100 µm spot size) with a 100 mm CaF2 lens (L2) onto 

the CaF2/Au interface at a 65° angle of incidence. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.3: Experimental setup: BS, beamsplitters (BS1, BS2: 60% transmission; BS3: 

90% transmission), FM, flip-mounted mirror; WP, half-wave plate; L, lenses; Sa, 

sapphire window; NBF, narrow band filter; Si-w, silicon wafers; P, 69.6°-apex angle 

fused silica prisms; Si, 5 mm thick IR coated silicon window; Si-F, 1-mm thick silicon 

long pass filter; CaF2, hemi-cylinder prism. 

 

The mid-IR idler beam from NOPA1 was collimated by a 50 mm CaF2 lens (L3), 

and passed through a 1 mm thick silicon based long pass filter (Si-F) to suppress the 

residual signal and WLC after the second stage.  For mid-IR pulse temporal compression, 
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a 5 mm thick IR antireflection-coated Si window (Si) was introduced into the optical 

path.  The NOPA1 mid-IR pulses were overlapped with the upconverting pulses (either 

800 nm or NIR signal from NOPA2) at the flat surface of a CaF2 hemicylinder prism 

coated with ~100-nm thick gold film (Fig. 2.3)13, 33.  The mid-IR beam was focused onto 

the interface using a 50 mm CaF2 lens (L4) at a 73° angle of incidence.  The NIR-SFG 

field was generated at the CaF2/Au interface by up-conversion of mid-IR pulses with NIR 

pulses. NOPA2 was tuned to ~1500 nm so that the NIR-SFG was red-shifted to ~1000 

nm from the 800 nm fundamental wavelength that inevitably leaked into the detection 

system.  In order to measure the mid-IR pulse spectra, we used the 800 nm output of the 

regen to upconvert the mid-IR pulses into the visible by sum-frequency generation (Vis-

SFG, 615-655 nm spectral range) as indicated by the dotted-line in Fig. 2.3.  For better 

spectral resolution, the 800 nm beam passed through a narrow-band filter (NBF) to 

spectrally narrow it down to ~2 nm44.  Pulse energies at the sample were 4 µJ, 2 µJ, and 

10 µJ for mid-IR, NIR, and 800 nm pulses, respectively. 

The Vis-SFG or NIR-SFG (depending on the experiment) beam was collimated 

and re-focused into a 200 µm core fiber coupled to a spectrograph-CCD (Andor 

Shamrock/iDus) detection system.  The NIR-SFG cross correlation traces were recorded 

at different delays using a custom built program based on Labview software (National 

Instruments).  Using half-wave plates and polarizers, the SFG, the NIR, the 800 nm, and 

the mid-IR were p-polarized relative to the interface. 

2.3. Temporal chirp in broadband infrared pulses 

Initial measurements of the mid-IR pulse spectra (Fig. 2.4a) were done with only 

1 mm of silicon (Si-F in Fig. 2.3) and 20 mm total of CaF2 (L3, L4, and prism of the 
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sample) in the mid-IR beam path before reaching the interface.  The “blue” edge in the 

mid-IR spectrum (-660 fs plot in Fig. 2.4a) was upconverted into Vis-SFG field before 

the “red” edge (+660 fs plot in Fig. 2.4a), suggesting that the broadband mid-IR pulse 

was temporally chirped.  In the case of unchirped mid-IR pulses, Vis-SFG spectra are 

expected to be observed with the same central frequency when the time-delay changes 

within the duration of the upconverting pulse.  The effective mid-IR pulse duration was 

~1 ps measured from FWHM of the intensity-integrated Vis-SFG crosscorrelation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.4:  (a) Vis-SFG spectra (symbol plots) obtained at different time-delays (as 

indicated) and without the 5-mm Si window in the mid-IR optical path. Solid-line shows 

the Vis-SFG spectrum obtained at a single time-delay and with the 5 mm thick Si 

window introduced into the mid-IR beam path.  (b) NIR-SFG spectra obtained at 

different time-delays (as indicated) and with the 5 mm thick Si window introduced into 

the mid-IR beam path. 
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2.4. Compensation for Temporal Chirp 

The chirp is in part the consequence of the materials (2.5 mm KNB crystal, a 5 

mm thick CaF2 collimation lens (L3), a 1 mm thick Si-F, a 2 mm thick CaF2 focusing 

lens (L4), and 13 mm radius hemi-cylindrical CaF2 prism, Fig. 2.3), through which the 

mid-IR pulses pass before reaching the interface45.  The mid-IR pulse is spectrally broad, 

spanning ~1000 cm-1 (FWHM=660 cm-1) and propagates through 20 mm of CaF2.  

“Blue” frequencies reach the interface earlier compared to “red” frequencies due to the 

accumulated dispersion in the broadband pulses, indicating negatively chirped mid-IR 

pulses.  We quantified this temporal chirp by plotting the relative delay-center of mass 

(CoMVis-SFG) of the Vis-SFG response at each frequency (Fig. 2.5a). 

The chirp in a broad mid-IR pulse centered at 3250 cm-1, and covering the range 

2750-3750 cm-1, was simulated up to the fourth order in a Taylor series expansion of the 

phase, φ(ω), of the pulse around the central frequency, ω0, by calculating the group delay 

τ(ω)=dφ(ω)/dω46, 47.  The dispersion in the mid-IR pulses caused by propagation through 

2.5 mm of KNB and 20 mm of CaF2 material (CaF2+KNB plot in Fig. 2.5a) is 

qualitatively in agreement with the experimentally observed negative chirp (CoMVis-SFG 

plot in Fig. 2.5a).  Quantitatively, the small disagreement between the simulation and 

experiment likely reflects chirp due to angular dispersion and pulse front tilt in the mid-

IR pulse generated from NOPA133.  Under the experimental conditions (internal 

noncollinear angle ~1.5° and mid-IR beam diameter ~2 mm), the presence of a pulse-

front tilt in the mid-IR pulses can potentially lead to a temporal elongation on the order of 

~1 ps33.  The good agreement between the experimental CoMVis-SFG and the calculated 

CaF2+KNB plots in Fig. 2.5a suggests that the chirp due to angular dispersion and pulse 
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front tilt is much smaller than the estimated value (~1 ps).  A possible reason for the 

decrease of chirp caused by angular dispersion and pulse front tilt is the implementation 

of the simultaneous spatio-temporal focusing (SSTF)42.  The SSTF concept is based on 

the temporal compression of the front-tilted pulses at the focal point, with the condition 

that the pulse has minimum dispersion42. 

In order to investigate the possibility of compensating for the temporal chirp 

resulting from the propagation of the mid-IR pulse through optical components before 

reaching the interface, the effect of 6 mm of silicon (Si and Si-F in Fig. 2.3) on the mid-

IR pulse was simulated (Si plot in Fig. 2.5a.).  The dotted and dashed lines in Fig. 2.5a 

show that the total dispersion induced by KNB and CaF2 has the opposite sign to that of 

silicon.  The sum of the two effects (net chirp plot in Fig. 2.5a) produces a net chirp in the 

mid-IR pulse that is negligible over the “blue” side of the spectrum.  However, the “red” 

frequency components are expected to be delayed by up to ~150 fs. 

After placing a 5 mm thick silicon window (“Si” in Fig. 2.3) into the optical path 

of mid-IR beam, the Vis-SFG spectrum (solid-line in Fig. 2.4a) at a zero-time-delay τ 

contained all the frequencies in the symbol plots combined, indicating compensation of 

the temporal chirp in the mid-IR pulse by the Si window that has opposite dispersion 

compared to CaF2 and KNB46. 

2.5. Sub-30 fs mid-infrared pulses 

The time-domain characterization of the compressed mid-IR pulses was 

performed via NIR-SFG (Fig. 2.4b) using ultrashort near-IR signal pulses from NOPA2 

centered ~1500 nm as upconverting pulses.  Spectral and temporal characterizations of 

NIR signal output are shown in Fig. 3.3.  When NOPA2 signal is tuned to be centered 
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~1500 nm, it has a spectral bandwidth of 125 nm, corresponding to a transform-limited 

duration ~20 fs (~3.7 optical cycles), assuming a sech2 shaped-pulse.  The optimization 

of the NIR pulse duration was done by adjusting the P1-P2 prism compressor (Fig. 2.3) to 

find the shortest crosscorrelation of the mid-IR and NIR pulses at the probed interface of 

the CaF2 prism. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.5:  (a) Simulated group delay (τ) in a mid-IR pulse centered at 3250 cm-1 after 

propagation in 2.5 mm thick KNB and 20 mm thick CaF2 (dashed-line), and 6 mm thick 

Si (dotted-line).  The solid-line is a sum of the two effects.  Triangle symbols represent 

the delay-center of mass (CoM) of Vis-SFG spectra shown in Fig. 2.4a, i.e., before the 

silicon plate was added.  Open circles represent the CoM of NIR-SFG spectra shown in 

Fig. 2.4b, i.e. after the silicon plate was inserted.  (b) NIR-SFG cross correlation plotted 

as integrated intensity of NIR-SFG spectra vs. time-delay between the compressed mid-

IR and the NIR pulses. 
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The experimental crosscorrelation, measured via integration of NIR-SFG spectral 

intensity as a function of delay τ between the NIR and mid-IR pulses, recorded from the 

CaF2/Au interface is fit well with a sech2 function yielding FWHM=47±2.6 fs (Fig. 2.5b).  

If we assume that the NIR and mid-IR pulse-widths are similar, the obtained FWHM for 

the NIR-SFG crosscorrelation suggests that NIR and mid-IR pulse durations are ~27 fs, 

assuming sech2 shaped pulses.  However, since the shortest NIR duration achieved was 

38 fs measured by β-barium borate (BBO)-based intensity autocorrelation and prism pair 

dispersion compensation in P1-P2, the experimentally obtained FWHM for NIR-SFG 

crosscorrelation (Fig. 2.5b) suggests that the mid-IR may be shorter than 27 fs.  Such a 

short mid-IR pulse duration, for a pulse expected to be front tilted, demonstrates that 

SSTF was implemented in our spectroscopic setup. 

Although the mid-IR and NIR pulses were compressed down to the sub-30 fs 

regime, the temporal chirp was not completely canceled out:  a fraction of the “blue” 

frequency components of the mid-IR pulse (-40 fs plot in Fig. 2.4b) were upconverted 

into NIR-SFG field before “red” components (+40 fs plot in Fig. 2.4b).  This is expected 

based on the simulated net chirp shown in Fig. 2.5a.  Quantitatively, the delay-center of 

mass of NIR-SFG spectra (CoMNIR-SFG plot in Fig. 2.5a) reflects much less chirp due to 

the fact that the intensities at the peaks of NIR-SFG spectra at -40 fs and +40 fs delays 

are less than 20% of the intensity at 0 fs delay. 

2.6. Conclusion 

A spectroscopic system producing and employing sub-30 fs mid-IR pulses is 

described.  Our mid-IR NOPA is based on nonlinear optical crystals in their bulk forms, 

which simplifies its design and the phasematching calculations compared to OPAs based 
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on poled materials30, 32.  The mid-IR idler pulses were compressed close to the transform 

limit by combining the compensation of the optical dispersion (by introducing the 

appropriate amount of Si into the IR beam path) with the simultaneous spatio-temporal 

focusing42.  The current instrument enables vibrational SFG spectroscopy at the 

CaF2/aqueous interfaces on a sub-50 fs time scale.  Such temporal resolution is suitable; 

in particular, to probe the ultrafast vibrational dynamics in hydrogen bonded networks at 

fluorite/liquid interfaces.  We believe that the technique can be extended to other relevant 

interfaces, such as metal and semiconductor oxides in contact with aqueous media, by 

properly compensating for the dispersion of the bulk material through which IR pulses 

pass. 

The results presented in this chapter were reported in a publication at Optics 

Letters35. 
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CHAPTER 3 

VIBRATIONAL COHERENCE DYNAMICS OF INTERFACIAL WATER 

BY FREE INDUCTION DECAY SUM-FREQUENCY GENERATION 

(FID-SFG) AT THE SOLID/H2O INTERFACE 

 

Abstract: To investigate dephasing dynamics of vibrational coherence in interfacial 

water, we employ free-induction decay sum-frequency generation (FID-SFG) to measure 

the time it takes OH vibration stretch oscillators to loose their collective coherence.  In 

the first part, we showed that the single free OH peak observed in frequency-domain 

sum-frequency generation spectrum from the alumina/water interface; actually 

corresponds to two distinct oscillators oriented opposite to each other. We measured the 

total dephasing time, T2, of the free OH stretch modes with a sub-40 fs temporal 

resolution.  Our results suggested that the free OH oscillators associated with interfacial 

water dephases on the time-scale of 89.4±6.9 fs, whereas the dephasing of interfacial 

alumina hydroxyls is an order of magnitude slower. In the second part, we measured the 

dephasing time of hydrogen bonded OH stretches at the interface of calcium 

fluoride/water with a sub-20 fs temporal resolution.  Our results suggested that strongly 

hydrogen bonded OH stretch centered ~3217 cm-1, dephases on 45 fs time-scale, and the 

weakly hydrogen bonded OH stretch centered ~ 3404 cm-1 dephases on 34 fs time-scale. 
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3.1. Introduction 

 Due to the essential role that water plays in life, it has been and is still one of the 

most studied liquids48-50.  Interfacial water, in particular, recently has become of special 

interest51.  Water is interfaced with biomolecules in living cells49, 50, minerals in soil52, 

metals in industry20, and semiconductors in photocatalysis53.  In these environments, the 

formation and breaking of hydrogen bonding plays a major role in the interfacial 

reactivity 54.  In particular, at the interfaces of water with charged metal and 

semiconductor oxides terminated by hydroxyl groups, proton exchange via hydrogen 

bonding is most likely to occur13, 21.  In fact, it has been reported that at pH>4, silanol 

groups (Si-OH) are deprotonated at the water/silica (H2O/SiO2) interface13, and at metal 

oxides surfaces, such as sapphire (α-Al2O3(0001)), at sufficiently low pH values, 

(Al)2OH groups can be protonated21.  In order to understand these reactions, investigating 

the dynamics of hydrogen bonding network is indispensable.  It has been reported that 

these dynamics are on the sub-ps time scale in bulk water9, 10, 55 and on the ps time-scale 

in confined water systems56-58. 

The interaction of water with solid surfaces is of importance for fundamental and 

practical applications.  Recently, the interface of water with metal oxides, particularly 

alumina, has attracted the interest of several research groups20, 21, 59, 60.  The free OH 

vibrational mode centered ~3700 cm-1 is characteristic of the surface, which makes this 

mode a good choice to study for a better understanding of the interfacial water hydrogen 

bonding15.  Although the peak centered ~3700 cm-1 in vSFG spectra has largely been 

assigned to free OH stretch of H2O15, at water/alumina interfaces a such consensus is not 

met.  In fact, reports by the Shen and Dhinojwala groups have assigned the mode ~3700 
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cm-1 in vSFG at the water/Al2O3(0001) interface to AlOH groups21, 60, 61.  Furthermore; 

the shape of vSFG spectra from water/alumina interface seems to depend on the surface 

plane at which the alumina crystal was cut21, 59.  In fact, the vibrational mode ~3700 cm-1 

in vSFG spectra was pronounced for alumina ( 0001 )21 but not in alumina ( 0211 ) 

interfaces59.  Additionally, in the case of alumina ( 0211 ), a vibrational mode ~3490 cm-1 

was assigned to one type of hydroxyl group at the surface59.  Could it be possible that the 

peak seen in the spectral region ν>3600 cm-1 in fact, arises from both the AlOH hydroxyl 

group and the non-hydrogen bonded OH stretch of interfacial water? 

In this chapter, the measurement of vibrational coherence dynamics of the free 

OH stretch vibration at a charged Al2O3(1120 )/H2O interface (pH~13, KOH) are 

presented in the first part.  In the second part, vibrational coherence dynamics of 

hydrogen bonded OH stretch modes at the calcium fluoride/water interface will be 

presented.  We employ vSFG in the frequency-domain to reveal the nature of the 

vibrational modes at the investigated interfaces, and NOPA technology to generate 

spectrally broad mid-IR and NIR pulses to carry out FID-SFG measurements with ~40 fs 

temporal resolution at the alumina/water interface, and with ~sub-30 fs temporal 

resolution at the calcium fluoride/water interface.  These temporal resolutions are 

sufficient to resolve the vibrational dynamics of the interfacial free OH vibrational 

stretches. 

3.2. Experimental section 

3.2.1. Sample preparation and cleaning 

Alumina and calcium fluoride hemicylindrical prisms (13 mm diameter, and 27 

mm length) were purchased from Meller Optics.  Before the experiment, the prism was 
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cleaned in concentrated sulfuric acid for 3 minutes and rinsed with de-ionized water 

(>18.2 MΩ.cm resistivity) continuously for 5 minutes.  Immediately after rinsing, the 

prism was dried for 5 minutes under continuous exposure to compressed nitrogen gas.  

For alumina/water interface, the solution was prepared by adding potassium hydroxide 

(KOH, purchased from Fisher scientific) to de-ionized water until a pH~13 is achieved.  

The KOH salt was previously baked for 24 hours at a temperature of 260° C.  For 

calcium fluorite/water interface, de-ionized water (>18.2 MΩ.cm resistivity) without any 

salt was used. 

The alumina prism plane identification was done following the reported procedure 

using x-ray diffraction62, 63.  Similar hemicylinder calcium fluorite and alumina prisms 

were coated with ~100-nm thick gold film33 and used for spectral and temporal 

characterization of mid-IR and NIR pulses 

3. 2. 2. Frequency and time domain SFG measurements 

The experimental setup for carrying out SFG in the frequency-domain and the 

time-domain is depicted in Fig. 3.1.  Briefly; it is based on a Ti:sapphire oscillator 

(MIRA, Coherent) laser source, which is regeneratively amplified with a BMI Thales 

(Alpha 1000) laser system operating in fs mode as described elsewhere43.  The output 

pulse is centered at 800 nm with 150 fs duration at 1 kHz repetition rate, and energy per 

pulse of 600 µJ.  The regenerative amplifier output is used to pump two NOPAs; NOPA1 

is used to generate ultrashort mid-IR pulses and NOPA2 to generate ultrashort 

upconverting pulses in the NIR for FID-SFG measurements.  As described in detail 

elsewhere33, NOPA1 generates mid-IR idler in a two-stage amplification sequence; the 

first stage uses a lithium niobate (LNB) crystal and the second stage is potassium niobate 
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(KNB) based.  The mid-IR output of NOPA1 was collimated by a 50 mm CaF2 lens, 

passed through a 1 mm thick Si long pass filter to cut-off residual signal and white light 

continuum (WLC) after the second stage, and then focused onto the Al2O3/H2O interface 

using a 50 mm CaF2 lens at a 73° angle of incidence.  Because the mid-IR is spectrally 

broad (FWHM>600 cm-1), its propagation through these optics causes temporal chirp.  In 

order to compensate for this chirp, and temporally compress the mid-IR pulse to sub-40 

fs duration, a 5 mm thick Si window was introduced into the optical path of the mid-IR 

pulse35, 64. 

For frequency-domain sum-frequency generation measurements, the 800 nm 

output of the regenerative amplifier was used to upconvert the mid-IR pulses into the 

visible by sum-frequency generation (Vis-SFG).  For better spectral resolution, the 800 

nm beam was passed through a narrowband filter (NBF) to spectrally narrow it down to 

~2-2.3 nm (~30-37 cm-1), consequently stretching its pulse duration to ~500 fs44. 

In order to carry out time-domain sum-frequency generation measurements (FID-

SFG) with temporal resolution sufficient to resolve sub-50 fs vibrational dynamics, a NIR 

ultrashort pulse was generated in NOPA2 and used to upconvert mid-IR pulses into a 

NIR sum-frequency field (NIR-SFG) 35, 64.  Briefly, less than 10 µJ of the fundamental 

laser was focused using a 100 mm focal length BK7 lens on a 2 mm thick sapphire 

window for WLC generation, the WLC was collimated using a 100 mm focal length BK7 

lens before being focused on a potassium titanium oxide phosphate (KTP) crystal using a 

250 mm focusing BK7 lens.  To pump the crystal, about 100 µJ of the 800 nm 

fundamental was focused onto the KTP crystal with a 500 mm BK7 lens at a noncollinear 

angle of 7° with respect to the WLC seed35, 64.  The signal output of NOPA2, tunable in 
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the 1100-1600 mm spectral range, was collimated by a 250 mm CaF2 lens, and residual 

WLC and fundamental (800 nm) were filtered out using silicon wafers (1 mm total 

thickness) set at Brewster angle (73°).  The collimated signal of NOPA2 was temporally 

compressed using two Brewster fused silica prisms (P1 and P2) set at their Brewster 

angle (69.6°) and separated by a distance of 290 mm.  The dispersion in the signal of 

NOPA2, caused by propagation through optics before reaching the studied interface was 

compensated for by the appropriate distance between P1 and P2, and the amount of P1 

and P2 inserted in the beam64. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1: Scheme representative for the experimental setup where frequency and time 

domain SFG measurements are carried out. BS: beam splitter, FMM: flip-mount mirror, 

SD: stage delay. 

Depending on the experiment, an ultrashort NIR pulse or narrowband visible 

pulse was sent through a motorized delay stage before it was focused with a 100 mm 

CaF2 lens and overlapped with the mid-IR pulse at the Al2O3/H2O interface at a 55° angle 

of incidence.  At the sample, pulse energies were 4 µJ, 2 µJ, and 10 µJ for mid-IR, NIR, 

and 800 nm pulses, respectively. 
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The reflected Vis-SFG or NIR-SFG (depending on the experiment) beam was 

collimated then focused into a 200 µm core fiber coupled with a spectrograph-CCD 

(Andor Shamrock/iDus) detection system.  The Vis-SFG and FID-SFG signals were 

recorded using a custom built program based on Labview software (National 

Instruments).  Using half-wave plates and polarizers, the SFG, the NIR, the 800 nm 

upconverting pulses, and the mid-IR were p-polarized relative to the interface. 

3. 3. Vibrational coherence dynamics of free OH stretches at the alumina/water 

interface 

3.3.1. Frequency-domain SFG results 

 In order to reveal the vibrational modes at the charged interface of alumina/water, 

we measured the frequency domain Vis-SFG spectrum.  The spectrum shown in Fig. 3.2 

is normalized by dividing the Vis-SFG spectrum obtained at the Al2O3/H2O interface by 

the Vis-SFG spectrum obtained at the Al2O3/Au interface.  It shows two apparent bands; 

a low frequency band ~3200 cm-1 representing strongly hydrogen bonded OH stretch20, 21, 

59-61 and a high frequency band ~3700 cm-1 indicating free OH stretch mode20, 21.  To fit 

this Vis-SFG spectrum, the well known equation that describes sum-frequency generation 

process by a broadband infrared pulse and a visible pulse is used15-17. 
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where NRA , ϕ, An, and Γn are the vibrationally nonresonant susceptibility amplitude, 

the phase between the resonant and nonresonant contributions, the amplitude and 

damping constant of the surface vibration with frequency ωn, respectively, ωmid-IR and 

∆ωVis are the driving mid-IR pulse and the bandwidth of the upconverting visible pulse 
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centered at 800 nm, respectively. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.2: Normalized Vis-SFG spectrum obtained at the Al2O3/H2O (pH=13, KOH) 

interface (symbol plot). Solid line is a fit to eq. (3.1). 

 

Table 3.1: Amplitude, frequency, and line-width of the nth mode from fit by eq. (3.1) of 

Vis-SFG spectrum of Al2O3/H2O (pH~13, KOH) shown in Fig. 3.2.  The values of ANR 

and φ were 0.24 and –π/2, respectively. 

 

 

 

 

 

Several reports have assigned low frequency peaks (ν<3300 cm-1) in vSFG 

spectra of interfacial water to strongly hydrogen bonded OH stretch21, 60, 61, consequently, 

An ωn(cm-1) Γn(cm-1) 

+77.5 3165.6 77.5 

+22.0 3644.6 76.9 
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the peak centered at 3165.6 cm-1 in Fig. 3.2 is assigned to strongly hydrogen bonded OH 

stretch modes.  However, the high frequency peak (ν>3600 cm-1) was not always 

assigned to the free OH stretch of interfacial water.  In fact; despite the assignment of the 

peak centered ~ 3700 cm-1 in vSFG spectra obtained from the air/water interface18 and 

alumina/water20 to free OH stretch, several reports have assigned the peak with ν>3600 

cm-1 in vSFG spectra obtained at alumina/water interfaces to the hydroxyl group of Al2O3 

21, 60, 61.  Additionally, in one report by the Shen group, one type of hydroxyl group 

(AlOH2) appeared at 3490 cm-1 in vSFG spectrum59.  This variability in assignments 

makes the interpretation of frequency domain vSFG measurements open for debate. 

3.3.2. Time-domain SFG Results 

In order to assign the high frequency peak centered at 3650 cm-1 in Fig. 3.2, we 

carried out time-domain vSFG measurements to probe the nature of these vibrational 

modes.  Since the low frequency peak (ν<3500 cm-1) is spectrally separated from the high 

frequency peak (ν>3500 cm-1) in the frequency-domain vSFG spectrum (Fig. 3.2), an 

independent measurement of the dephasing times of high frequency vibrational modes 

can be made by tuning the sub-40 fs mid-IR pulse, the idler output of NOPA1, to excite 

only the high frequency modes displayed in the vSFG spectrum (Fig. 3.2).  After a 

controlled time-delay, ∆τ, a short NIR pulse, the signal output of NOPA2, probes the 

remaining coherence by generating a polarization at the NIR-sum-frequency  

Since the NIR signal output of NOPA2 is spectrally broad (Fig. 3.3a), 

FWHM=102 nm, it is compressible to ~21 fs, according to FTL and assuming a sech2 

shaped pulse.  The duration of this NIR pulse was measured by intensity autocorrelation.  

The autocorrelation traces have a FWHM ~69 fs, which corresponds to a pulse duration 
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of 39 fs, assuming sech2 shaped pulse (solid plot in Fig. 3.3b). 

In order to characterize the temporal resolution of the FID-SFG, NIR-SFG 

crosscorrelation traces between the mid-IR pulse and the NIR upconverting pulse were 

recorded (Fig. 3.4).  Qualitatively, the NIR-SFG spectra at different time-delays (Fig. 

3.4a) show negligible temporal chirp.  Quantitatively, this is expressed by the nearly 

constant position of the center of mass at ~980 nm in NIR-SFG spectra when the time-

delay, ∆τ changes (vertical plot in Fig. 3.4a).  The area under each NIR-SFG spectrum 

was plotted as a function of ∆τ to produce the instrument response function (IRF) plotted 

in Fig. 3.4b.  The IRF has FWHM=67±2.5 fs, and is fit well by a sech2 function (dotted 

line plot in Fig. 3.4b).  Assuming that the mid-IR and NIR pulses have similar 

durations64, the extracted pulse durations are on the order of ~39 fs, assuming sech2 

shaped pulses. 

In principle, the frequency-domain and time-domain SFG measurements are 

equivalent and are related to each other by Fourier transform 25, 65.  Due to spectral 

resolution limitations, time-domain measurements (FID-SFG) are desirable when 

sufficient temporal resolution, signal to noise ratio, and delay range are available.  The 

spectral width of the high-frequency peak, centered ~3650 cm-1, in the frequency domain 

vSFG spectrum (Fig. 3.2 and Table 3.1) suggests that the dephasing time is on the order 

of 70 fs.  This time-scale is longer than the IRF extracted from NIR-SFG crosscorrelation 

shown in Fig. 3.4. 

3.3.3. Analysis and discussion 

The measured FID-SFG dynamics at the Al2O3/H2O (pH~13, KOH) interface in 

the high frequency range (ν>3500 cm-1) are shown in Fig. 3.5b and Fig. 3.6b.  In order to 
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correlate these measurements with frequency domain vSFG spectrum, we carried out a 

simultaneous fit 16, 17 of the two sets of data (solid-lines in Fig. 3.5 and Fig. 3.6).  The 

non-exponential decay in the experimental FID-SFG dynamics shown in Fig. 3.5b and 

Fig. 3.6b is an indication of the broadening of the homogeneous line width by an 

inhomogeneous contribution16, 25.  This suggests the addition of an inhomogeneous line 

width (Γinh) to the homogeneous line width (Γn) for each vibrational mode.  The new fit 

function, eq. (3.2), for the Vis-SFG spectrum used in the simultaneous fit contains a 

convolution of a Gaussian and a Lorentzian to account for the inhomogeneous 

broadening, and can be written as16 
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with ω0 and ∆ωmid-IR are the center frequency and width of the mid-IR pulse, respectively. 

For fitting the FID-SFG dynamics, the following equation was used  
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where the second-order polarization P(2) at a given time-delay, ∆τ expressed in eq. (3.3b) 

is created by mixing the first-order polarization P(1) induced by the mid-IR (Emid-IR) 

excitation and the polarization induced by the NIR upconverting field (ENIR) as expressed 

in eq. (3.3c) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.3: Spectral and temporal characterization of the NIR pulse, the signal output of 

NOPA2. (a) Second harmonic spectrum generated at the Al2O3/Au interface as indicated 

in the inset. (b) autocorrelation traces (symbols) and sech2 fit (solid line). 
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Figure 3.4: NIR-SFG spectra and IRF from the reference sample (Al2O3/Au). (a) NIR-

SFG spectra at different time delays as indicated.  The vertical line with circles indicates 

the center of mass (CoM) of each NIR-SFG spectrum as a function of time delay. (b) 

NIR-SFG crosscorrelation of mid-IR with NIR pulses. 
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Figure 3.5: Simultaneous fit of the frequency-domain vSFG spectrum and the time-

domain FID-SFG dynamics to a single oscillator in the ν>3500 cm-1 range at the charged 

Al2O3/H2O (pH~13, KOH) interface. (a) vSFG spectrum (symbols) and simultaneous fit 

(solid line). (b) FID-SFG dynamics (symbols) and simultaneous fit (solid line).  Thick 

dots plot is NIR-SFG crosscorrelation obtained at Al2O3/Au interface fit to a sech2 

function (thin dot line plot). 
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Eq. (3.3d) describes the response of the system, R(t), where δ(t) is the delta 

function, θ(t) is the Heaviside step function, and c is the speed of light.  Γn and Γinh are 

HWHM of homogeneous and inhomogeneous line widths, respectively of the nth 

vibrational mode17. 

During the simultaneous fit of the Vis-SFG spectra and the FID-SFG dynamics, 

the results of which are shown in Fig. 3.5 and Fig. 3.6, the phase, homogeneous line-

width, inhomogeneous line-width, and center frequency of each vibrational mode in eq. 

(3.2) and eq. (3.3a) are linked to each other. 

As the frequency domain vSFG results suggested, we tried to carry out the 

simultaneous fit using one oscillator.  Although the simulation described well the vSFG 

spectrum, it did not account for the FID-SFG dynamics (Fig. 3.5). 

The simultaneous fit of time-domain and frequency-domain vSFG measurements to a 

single oscillator captures the general features of the frequency-domain vSFG data.  

However, it does not fit the FID-SFG dynamics.  This suggests that the high frequency 

band (ν>3500 cm-1), which appeared as one peak in frequency-domain vSFG 

measurements (Fig. 3.2), actually contains more than one vibrational mode (Fig. 3.5 and 

Table 3.2). 
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Figure 3.6: (a) Vis-SFG spectrum of the free OH stretch at the charged Al2O3/H2O 

(pH~13, KOH) interface (symbols) and FID-SFG simultaneous fit (solid line). (b) FID-

SFG dynamics in the spectral region of the free OH stretch at the charged Al2O3/H2O 

(pH~13, KOH) interface (symbols) and FID-SFG simultaneous fit (solid line).  Dots 

linked by a dotted line are the instrument response function fit to a sech2 function. 
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Table 3.2: Amplitude, frequency, homogeneous line-width, dephasing time, and 

inhomogeneous broadening extracted from one peak simultaneous fit of SFG spectrum 

and FID-SFG dynamics at Al2O3/H2O (pH≈13, KOH) interface in the ν>3500 cm-1 

spectral region. 

 

 

 

 

A two-peak simultaneous fit, however described well both the vSFG spectrum 

and the FID-SFG dynamics (Fig. 3.6).  The converged fit returned the parameters listed 

in Table 3.3. 

 

Table 3.3: Amplitude, frequency, homogeneous line-width, dephasing time, and 

inhomogeneous broadening extracted from the simultaneous fit of the SFG spectrum and 

the FID-SFG of Al2O3/H2O (pH~13, KOH) in the ν>3500 cm-1 spectral region.  

Dephasing time T2,n is extracted from Γn as T2,n=1/(2πΓn) 17. Errors bars are based on the 

standard deviation determined from multiple experiments. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

An ωn(cm-1) Γn(cm-1) T2(fs) Γinh(cm-1) 

+0.55 3669.3 60.0 88.5 11.6 

An ωn(cm-1) Γn(cm-1) T2,n(fs) Γinh(cm-1)

-0.26±0.02 3644±15 5.8±0.5 924±79 35.2±4.6 

+0.24±0.03 3679.4±8.0 59.7±4.7 89.6±6.9 41.6±0.5 
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The FID-SFG dynamics shown in Fig. 3.6b, and the simultaneous fit parameters 

listed in Table 3.3, suggest the presence of two oscillators close in frequency that 

oscillate with opposite phases implying two distinct types of OH groups oriented in 

opposite directions to each other.  This is manifested in the behavior of the rising side of 

the dynamics.  At early delay, the increase in FID-SFG intensity is rapid; it follows the 

instantaneous instrument response function.  Then, at about ∆τ~40 fs, the rate of NIR-

SFG intensity increase slows down.  This is due to the fact that the two oscillators, which 

are close in frequency, of comparable strength and opposite phases, begin to cancel each 

other. 

Based on several reports, the free OH stretch of interfacial water appears at 3700 

cm-1 at the water/air interface18 and red shifts by 20 cm-1 at the water / 

octadecyltrichlorosilane / silica (H2O/OTS/SiO2) interface 15.  Therefore, it is likely that 

the peak centered at 3679 cm-1 (Fig. 3.6 and Table 3.3) is due to the free OH stretch of 

interfacial water.  The fact that its broadening is dominated by a homogenous line-width, 

unlike the peak centered at 3644 cm-1, suggests that the interfacial water species that 

contribute to the free OH stretch are relatively well ordered.  Its dephasing time is on the 

order of 90 fs, which is surprisingly fast compared to the estimated value, T2~ 300 fs, 

based on frequency-domain measurements at H2O/OTS/SiO2 14.  The peak centered 

~3644 cm-1 has negative amplitude (Table 3.3), which indicates, following arguments by 

Shen et al. based on phase sensitive vSFG measurements, that this O-H is pointing away 

from the bulk alumina21.  Consequently, we assign it to the dangling OH stretch of an 

alumina hydroxyl group, e.g., Al2OH.  Its line-width is dominated by inhomogeneous 

broadening, and it dephases on the 0.9 ps time-scale.  According to reports by the Shen 
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group21, 59 and the Dhinojwala group60, 61, there are several types of AlOH groups that 

show up at several frequencies in vSFG spectra.  In fact, the Shen group reported that at 

the protonated interface of air/alumina ( 0211 ); there are three types of hydroxyl groups; 

one from Al3OH at 3365 cm-1 and two from AlOH2 at 3670 and 3520 cm-1 corresponding 

to dangling and H-bonded OHs, respectively59.  In another report by the Shen group21, the 

(Al)nOH hydroxyl group peak is assigned at 3700 cm-1 in the vSFG spectrum of the 

water/alumina(0001) interface.  Furthermore; in two reports by the Dhinojwala group 60, 

61, the hydroxyl group shows up at 3720 cm-1 in the vSFG spectrum of the water/alumina 

(0001) interface.  Based on these different reports21, 59-24, it seems that OH vibrational 

stretches of alumina hydroxyl groups appear at different frequencies depending on the 

plane of alumina under investigation.  In this work we used an alumina surface, (1120), 

that had not been investigated previously. So it is not unexpected that the dangling OH 

stretch of the Al2OH hydroxyl group appeared at a different frequency. 

3.4. Vibrational coherence dynamics of hydrogen bonded OH stretches at the 

CaF2/water interface 

3.4.1. Frequency-domain SFG results 

 In order to investigate vibrational coherence of hydrogen bonded OH stretch 

modes in interfacial water, we first carried out frequency-domain vSFG measurements at 

the CaF2/H2O interface to reveal the vibrational modes present at this interface.  A fit to 

eq. (3.1) with two oscillators described well the experimental vSFG spectrum (Fig. 3.7).  

Which suggests the presence of two vibrational modes: one centered ~3096 cm-1, and one 

mode centered ~3425 cm-1.  The returned parameters from the converged fit are listed in 

Table 3.4. 
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 Based on the reported vSFG spectrum and assignments of its peaks at the 

air/water interface (Fig. 1.1)18, the peak ~3096 cm-1 was assigned to strongly hydrogen 

bonded OH stretch, and the peak centered ~3425 cm-1 was assigned to weakly hydrogen 

bonded OH stretch.  Based on the HWHM (Γn) of each peak, the estimated dephasing 

time, T2, of strongly hydrogen bonding OH stretch is on the order of 54 fs time-scale, and 

the dephasing time of weakly hydrogen bonding OH stretch is on the order of 26 fs time 

scale66. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.7: Normalized SFG spectrum obtained at the calcium fluoride/water interface 

(symbols) fit to eq. (2.1) (solid line). 

Table 3.4: Amplitude, frequency, and line-width of the nth mode from fit by eq. (2.1) of 

Vis-SFG spectrum of CaF2/H2O shown in Fig. 2.7.  The values of ANR and φ were 0.3 

and π, respectively. 

 

 

 

An ωn(cm-1) Γn(cm-1) 

-82.1 3096.4 97.88 

+138.0 3425.3 199.3 
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3.4.2. Time-domain FID-SFG results 

 In order to directly measure these dephasing times, we carried out time-domain 

vSFG measurement at the CaF2/H2O interface with sub-20 fs temporal resolution (Fig. 

3.8b).  FID-SFG measurements were carried out in a similar way compared to FID-SFG 

measurements of free OH stretch modes at the alumina/water interface.  A simultaneous 

fit of unormalized vSFG spectrum and FID-SFG dynamics, using two oscillators, 

describes well both frequency and time domain vSFG data (Fig. 3.8).  The converged fit 

returned the parameters listed in Table 3.5.  These results suggest that strongly hydrogen 

bonded OH stretch in interfacial water dephases on a 45 fs time-scale. And weakly 

hydrogen bonded OH stretch dephases on a time-scale of 35 fs.  Due to inhomogeneous 

contributions to the broadening of vSFG, these dephasing times are shorter than the 

values estimated from the width of vSFG spectra obtained by frequency-domain vSFG 

measurements. 

 

Table 3.5: Amplitude, frequency, homogeneous line-width, dephasing time, and 

inhomogeneous broadening extracted from the simultaneous fit of the SFG spectrum and 

the FID-SFG of Ca2F/H2O.  Dephasing time T2,n is extracted from Γn as T2,n=1/(2πΓn) 17. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

An ωn(cm-1) Γn(cm-1) T2,n(fs) Γinh(cm-1)

-0.8 3216.6 117.6 45.1 16.5 

0.7 3403.3 157.6 33.7 109.5 
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Figure 3.8: Frequency and time domains SFG measurements at the CaF2/H2O interface.  

(a)  Frequency-domain SFG spectrum (symbols), and simultaneous fit (solid line).  (b) 

Time-domain FID-SFG dynamics (symbols), and simultaneous fit (solid line). Dotted line 

is the IRF. 
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3.5. Conclusion 

Surface sum-frequency generation was employed in both the frequency and the 

time domain to study vibrational OH stretch modes in interfacial water.  At the 

alumina/water interface, frequency domain studies revealed two vibrational modes; a 

strongly hydrogen bonded OH stretch centered at 3166 cm-1, and a high frequency band 

centered ~ 3650 cm-1.  NIR and mid-IR pulses with durations on the order of 40 fs were 

employed to carry out time-domain vSFG studies.  Simultaneous fit of the time-domain 

and the frequency domain vSFG data suggested that the high-frequency band (ν>3600 

cm-1) is actually composed of two vibrational modes: One mode centered ~3679 cm-1 

attributed to free OH stretch of interfacial water, which dephases in the ~90 fs time-scale, 

and one mode assigned to one type aluminum hydroxyl group, centered ~3644 cm-1, 

which dephases on the 900 fs time-scale.  These results were reported in a paper that is 

currently under peer review for publication in the Journal of Physical Chemistry 

Letters12. 

At the calcium fluoride/water interface, frequency and time domains sum-

frequency generation suggested the presence of two oscillators: one centered ~3217 cm-1 

assigned to strongly hydrogen bonded OH stretch, which dephases on the order of 45 fs, 

and one oscillator centered ~3404 cm-1, attributed to weakly hydrogen bonded OH 

stretch, which dephases on a 34 fs time-scale.  These results are the subject of a 

manuscript for publication currently in preparation36. 

A full understanding of the vibrational dynamics of hydrogen bonding in 

interfacial water may require a systematic study, such as the ionic strength dependence. 
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CHAPTER 4 

DIRECT ACCESS TO DYNAMICS OF VIBRATIONAL COUPLING 

OF HYDROGEN BONDING IN INTERFACIAL WATER 

 

Abstract: Vibrational overtone transitions in hydrogen bonding modes of 

interfacial water play an essential role in predissociation in water photocatalysis.  In 

order to understand the dynamics of these transitions, we employed time-resolved 

vibrational sum-frequency generation (TR-vSFG) at the calcium fluoride/water 

(CaF2/H2O) interface, to track the flow of vibrational energy through the hydrogen 

bonding network, upon resonant excitation of the first overtone transition (ν0→2).  To our 

knowledge, this is the first time that the dynamics of hydrogen bonding in interfacial 

water initiated by direct excitation of vibrational overtones will be reported.  Our results 

suggested that the relaxation of vibrational energy from ν=2 to ν=1 levels through a 

vibrational band (combination bands, and overtones of bending and libration modes) to 

ν=1 within a total time of ~550 fs.  Then, the vibrational energy flows to a “hot” 

vibrational ground state in a total time-scale in the order of ~750 fs.  Understanding the 

dynamics of this vibrational coupling is crucial for the characterization of structural and 

conformational dynamics of molecular systems that involve hydrogen bonding. 
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4.1. Introduction 

Hydrogen bonding is the chemical platform that enables liquid water’s existence 

at room temperature.  This makes understanding the formation and breaking of this 

bonding essential for the development of applications that involve water.  One way to 

understand these processes is by tracking of vibrational energy flow within a network of 

hydrogen bonding.  This chapter consists of investigating the excited vibrational 

population dynamics of hydrogen bonding at the calcium fluoride/water interface. 

Despite the importance of this topic, there are only a few relevant reports on the 

topic in the literature13, 14, 37.  The Bonn group reported on the polarization dependent 

population dynamics of free OH stretch at the air/water interface37.  The interface was 

probed under SSP polarization combination (S-SFG, S-Vis, P-mid-IR) after pumping 

with P or S polarized mid-IR pump.  It was found that the induced anisotropy, when the 

pump and probe are both P polarized, is greater than when the polarizations are 

different37.  Which was explained by the fact that when the pump and probe have similar 

polarizations, the detection is efficient37.  Additionally, it was found that P-pumped OH 

oscillators recover on a time-scale of 640 fs, faster than S-pumped oscillators which 

recover within 870 fs time-scale after excitation37.  This difference in dynamics time-

scales was explained by the fact that oscillators excited by S-polarized pump, take more 

time to reorient towards a geometry where the SSP probe polarization combination is 

sensistive37. 

At the solid/water interface, the Shen group and the Borguet group have reported 

on the vibrational population dynamics of hydrogen bonded OH stretches at water / 

octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS)-coated silica interface13, 14.  Upon vibrational excitation of 
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strongly or weakly hydrogen bonded OH stretches, through the fundamental transition, 

ν0→1, after 2 ps, vibrational population at the “red” side of the spectrum decreases while it 

increases at the “blue” side of the spectrum (Fig. 4.1)14.  This suggests that vibrational 

energy has propagated from strongly hydrogen bonded oscillators to weakly hydrogen 

bonded oscillators.  This flow of vibrational energy was tracked at smaller time-delay 

steps to produce the traces shown in Fig. 4.214.  These results suggest that the vibrational 

relaxation behavior is on sub-picosecond time scales, in close resemblance to that of bulk 

water67.  A model that described well these dynamics (solid plots in Fig. 4.2), consists of 

a spectral diffusion process68, 69, which occurs within the first 100 fs after excitation, not 

captured in the dynamics shown in Fig. 4.2, followed by vibrational relaxation, within a 

time scale TV~200 fs, and a thermalization process which occurs on a time-scale Tth~700 

fs14. 

In this chapter, we employ vSFG to study the dynamics of vibration population at 

the calcium fluoride/water interface, but unlike what has already been reported13, 14, 37, the 

vibrational energy is initially deposited at the second vibrational excited state, through 

the first overtone transition ν0→2.  The creation of vibrational population in the ν=2 level 

leads to relaxation through two channels; one dominant channel, through a coupling 

(ν2→1) between the ν=2 and ν=1 vibrational levels, and a second non-efficient channel, 

ν2→0, forbidden according to the dipole transition selection rules in the harmonic 

oscillator model27. 
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Figure 4.1: Spectral hole burning at water–fused-silica interface.  (A) The SF vibrational 

spectrum of the interface (solid curve) obtained with a narrow-band picosecond laser-

optical parametric amplifier system and the spectral profiles of the pump pulse at 3200 

cm-1 (dash dotted curve) and 3400 cm-1 (dashed curve).  (B and C) The spectral holes 

induced in the SF vibrational spectrum by the pump at 3200 cm-1 and 3400 cm-1, 

respectively, at three pump-probe delay times.  The SF signal at each probe frequency is 

normalized by the SF signal before the IR pump.  The solid curve in (B) is a Lorentzian 

fit to the data points for a pump-probe delay of 200 fs.  The curves on the other data sets 

in (B) and (C) are guides to the eye.  Error bars indicate the standard error of the mean.  

Adopted from reference [14]. 
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Figure 4.2: Time-resolved SF probing of the spectral holes induced by the pump pulse at 

(A) 3200 cm-1 and (B) 3400 cm-1 and described in Fig. 4.1, B and C.  The data show the 

SF signal, normalized against that in the absence of pump, as a function of pump-probe 

delay at different probe frequencies.  The solid curves are biexponential fits to the data 

using eq. 4.1.  The traces for different probe frequencies are displaced vertically for 

clarity.  The solid pulses at the bottom of the right-hand graphs in (A) and (B) describe 

the third-order cross-correlation traces of the IR pump and the SF probe pulses (linear 

vertical scale not shown).  Adopted from reference [14]. 
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4.2. Sample preparation and cleaning 

The studied sample consists of a CaF2 hemicylindrical prism, (13 mm diameter, 

and 27 mm length) purchased from Meller Optics, interfaced with de-ionized water 

(>18.2 MΩ.cm resistivity) without any addition of any salt.  Before the experiment, the 

prism was cleaned in concentrated sulfuric acid for 3 minutes and rinsed with de-ionized 

water continuously for 5 minutes.  Immediately after rinsing, the prism was dried for 5 

minutes under continuous exposure to compressed ultrapure nitrogen gas flow.   A 

similar hemicylinder CaF2 prism was coated with ~100-nm thick gold film70 and used for 

spectral and temporal characterization of pump and probe pulses. 

4.3. Experimental setup for interfacial vibrational population dynamics 

The experimental setup for carrying out ultrafast vibrational population dynamics 

at the solid/liquid interface via SFG under total internal reflection geometry is based on 

the experimental setup described in the previous two chapters.  However, because the 

study of interfacial population dynamics via vSFG technique requires two pulses resonant 

with vibrational transitions at the interface, and one narrowband pulse for vSFG 

upconvertion, the experimental setup presented in Fig. 1.3 was modified.  The NIR signal 

output of NOPA2 centered at ωpump is used as resonant pump, and the idler output of 

NOPA1 centered at ωprobe was used as probe (Fig. 4.3).  The narrow band 800 nm was 

used for the upconversion of ωprobe into an induced polarization at the sum-frequency 

ωSFG-prbe=ωprobe+ω800.  We resonantly excite the transition ν0→2 by ωpump, and we monitor 

the intensity of vSFG-probe at a controllable time-delay, ∆τ, with respect to the 

excitation time. 
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Upon deposition of vibrational energy in the ν=2 vibrational level, by pumping at 

a frequency ωIR-pump we then study interfacial vibrational energy dynamics using vSFG 

with an additional infrared pulse, that coherently excites the vibrational modes, with ωIR-

pump, at a controlled time-delay, ∆τ .  Monitoring the intensity of the SFGIR-probe(∆τ) 

provides dynamical energetic information of the vibrational mode excited at ωIR-pump
13, 14, 

71. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.3: Scheme for the experimental setup where vibrational population dynamics 

are carried out. BS: beam splitter, SD: stage delay. 

The broadband mid-IR idler output of the NOPA1 is tuned cover the OH 

vibrational stretch transitions (ν0→1) in interfacial water (Fig. 4.4), and the NIR signal 

output of the NOPA2 is tuned to be in resonance with respect to the first overtone 

transition (ν0→2) of interfacial water (Fig. 4.4).  In order to cancel out long-term laser 

instabilities, the pump beam passed through an optical shutter (EOPC) to allow the 

detection of SFG-probe signal when the interface is pumped and when it is not pumped 
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(eq. 4.1). 

unpumped

pumped

)(SFG

)(SFG
)(SFG

probe

probe

probe τ

τ
τ

∆

∆
=∆∆   (4.1) 

Angles of incidence with respect to the interface normal for the narrow band 

visible, probe, and pump beams were 60°, 73°, and 68º, respectively.  At the probed 

interface, pulse energies (spot sizes) were 2 µJ (100 µm), 2 µJ (100 µm), and 10 µJ (250 

µm) for pump, probe, and 800 nm pulses, respectively. 

Spatial and temporal overlaps of the three beams at the interface are determined 

by finding three SFG signals; ωSFG-probe=ω800+ωprobe,  ωSFG-pump=ω800+ωpump, and ωSFG-

IRF=ωprobe+ωpump.  Time-zero and the instrument response function are determined by 

SFG-IRF cross correlation (NOPA1 + NOPA2).  The temporal resolution of the 

experiment is determined by the durations of the pump and probe pulses.  The obtained 

SFG-IRF crosscorrelation (IRF plot in Fig. 4.5A), has a FWHM~47 fs, suggesting that 

temporal resolution is in the order of 27 fs, assuming that the pump and probe pulses are 

sech2 shaped and have similar durations70. 

4.4. Results 

 Linear absorption spectra of bulk liquid water in the frequency regions of the 

fundamental (ν0→1) and first overtone (ν0→2) OH transitions, measured by Fourier 

transform infrared spectroscopy, are shown in Fig. 4.4A.  The spectrum of the 

ultrabroadband mid-IR pulse, used as probe, was obtained via SFG at the CaF2/gold 

interface is shown in Fig. 4.4B.  According to Fig. 4.4A, the first overtone transition is 
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two orders of magnitude weaker than fundamental transitions, consequently, expected 

changes in the SFGprobe intensity upon excitation of the ν0→2 transition are small and 

might be within noise level.  In order to verify the credibility of observed changes in 

SFGprobe intensity, the probed interface was excited with a resonant and a non-resonant 

pump (Fig. 4.4B).  Despite the weak absorption cross-section by the ν0→2 transition (inset 

in Fig. 4.4A), and the fact that according to the vibrational harmonic oscillator selection 

rules this transition is forbidden27, the resonant pump induced changes in the SFGIR-probe 

intensity, while the non-resonant pump did not induce changes, within signal to noise 

ratio of the measurements (Fig. 4.5A).  The absence of changes in SFGprobe intensity upon 

excitation with the non-resonant pump are not due to experimental errors, such as 

temporal and/or spatial overlap, because the non-resonant third order non-linear process 

(ωVis+ωIR-pump-ωIR-probe) at time-zero delay was observed in both cases; when the probed 

interface is excited with resonant and non-resonant pumps (Fig. 4A). 

 The change in SFGIR-probe intensity due to excitation by resonant NIR-pump is in 

the order of 1-2%.  This is expected due the inefficient absorption at the ν0→2 transition.  

It is important to note that the data shown in Fig. 4.5 is the average of five independent 

experiments under the same conditions.  Additionally, for each scan, the data was 

collected at 30 fs steps time-delay, and then the data at a few successive time-delays were 

averaged to produce one data point (Fig. 4A). 

 As indicated in Fig. 4.5A, within ~500 fs after the deposition of vibrational 

energy at the ν=2 vibrational level through the first overtone transition ν0→2, the 

fundamental transition (ν0→1) is bleached by ~1%.  Which is explained by the fact that 
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due to ν0→2 transition, the ground state (ν=0) population decreases, and consequently, the 

probability of populating the first vibrational excited state (ν=1) through the ν0→1 

transition decreases.  The population created in ν=2 level relaxes back to ν=0 through 

ν2→0 and/or through ν2→1→0 transitions, which causes the recovery of the bleach in the 

ν0→1 transition.  According to harmonic oscillator transition selection rules27, a relaxation 

through ν2→0 channel is forbidden.  This makes the relaxation through ν2→1→0 transitions 

the efficient pathway for the flow of the vibrational energy initially deposited in the ν=2 

vibrational level. 

The recovery of the bleach in the ν0→1 transition, did not only bring the intensity 

of SFGprobe back to its initial amplitude (at negative time-delay), but also lead to 

intensities higher than the initial intensity at longer time-delays (Fig. 4.5A).  In term of 

SFGprobe spectra, Fig. 4.5B shows that the intensity of SFGprobe at ~1.3 ps time-delay after 

excitation is higher than its initial value at the “red” side of ν0→1 transition, and lower at 

the “blue” side of ν0→1 transition.  The higher amplitude in the SFGprobe spectrum at 

frequencies lower than the frequency of the ν0→1 transition is an indication of a new 

transition.  It is likely that the observed new transition is a coupling between the two 

vibrational levels ν=2 and ν=1, which is in accordance with anharmonicity in vibrational 

harmonic oscillator model27.  The decay observed in population dynamics shown in Fig. 

4.5A (∆τ>1.5 ps) corresponds to the relaxation of population from ν=1 to ν=0 through 

the ν1→0 transition.  The lower intensity in the SFGprobe at the weakly hydrogen bonding 

OH stretch (~3400 cm-1) frequencies is expected due to the fact that the excitation is in 

resonance with the overtone transition of weakly hydrogen bonded OH stretch (Fig. 4.4). 
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Figure 4.4:  (A) Linear absorption spectra of bulk liquid water measured by Fourier 

transform infrared spectroscopy.  The absorption band at the left side represents 

fundamental OH vibrational stretches (ν0→1 transitions), and the absorption band at the 

right side, shown in the inset, is due to first overtone OH vibrational stretches (ν0→2) 

transitions.  (B) Ultra-broadband mid-IR idler output of NOPA1 used for SFGIR-probe to 

cover the ν0→1 vibrational transition in interfacial water, and NIR signal output of 

NOPA2 used as resonant (solid line) and non-resonant (dotted line) pump with respect  to 

ν0→2 transition in interfacial water. 
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Figure 4.5:  (A) Population dynamics upon excitation by the resonant pump shown in 

Fig. 4.4B (solid line with vertical error bars), and the dotted-line with filled circles 

represents the dynamics upon excitation by the non-resonant (with respect to ν0→2 

transition) pump shown in Fig. 4.4B.  The solid line is a fit to eq. 4.2 of the dynamics 

upon excitation by a resonant pump.  The instrument response function (IRF) measured 

as the SFG cross-correlation between the resonant pump and probe pulses at CaF2/Au 

interface.  (B) SFG probe spectra at -0.5 ps and +1.3 ps time-delays, and the shaded area 

represents the subtraction of SFG probe spectrum at -0.5 ps delay from the SFG probe 

spectrum at +1.3 ps delay.  The data are the average of four experiments; at each 

experiment; 60,000 laser shots were averaged at each time delay. 
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4.5. Analysis and discussion 

In order to extract the lifetime constants of each vibrational level involved in the 

observed dynamics, we consider a simple model.  For population relaxation from ν=1 to 

ν=0, we consider a four level system (Fig. 4.5), which has been largely employed in the 

interpretation of vibrational dynamics of bulk72 and interfacial water13, 14, 73 where the 

relaxation process involves a transfer of vibrational energy of the first excited state (ν=1) 

to an intermediate state (ν*) with a rate kV.  The energy then is transferred to a so-called 

hot-ground state (νth) at a rate of thermalization kTh.  These processes are described by a 

population equation (eq. 4.1) 13, 14, 72, 73 

]1[)1(1)( )()(
001

00 ttkttk ThV eSeStS −−−−
→ −∆−−−=   (4.1) 

with S0 is the SFGprobe amplitude at t0, and ∆S is the offset at long time-delay.  It is 

important to note that the time-delay at which the non-resonant third order (χ3) signal 

observed in Fig. 4.5A is not the t0 in eq. (4.1).  The χ3 signal is generated in the bulk 

calcium fluoride prism, earlier compared to the time-zero at the interface.  This is 

evidenced by the fact that this χ3 signal increases when the height of the sample is 

slightly decreased. 

We consider the energy diagram presented in Fig. 4.6 to describe the dynamics of 

the vibrational energy deposited at the ν=2 energy level.  A band of vibrational modes 

(C) present between ν=2 and ν=1 contains several energy levels, such as combinational 

bands, overtones of bending, libration, and combination of bending and libration modes.  

In this model (Fig. 4.6), we consider a relaxation from ν=2 to (C) with a time-constant 

T2C, followed by a relaxation to the ν=1 vibrational level with a time constant TC1.  The 
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population dynamics between the ν=1 and ν=0 levels is considered to happen in a similar 

pathway compared to the case of direct excitation of the ν=1 vibrational level13, 14. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.6:  Scheme of the five-level system describing the flow of vibrational energy 

upon resonant excitation of the ν0→2 transition and probed with an ultrabroadband mid-IR 

pulse centered in resonance with the ν0→1 transition. The ν2-ν1 is not an actual level, it is 

in the diagram to show that the probe pulse contains the frequency of ν2→1 (or ν1→2) 

transition.  

The population equations for vibrational the system shown in Fig. 4.6 can be 

written as follows: 
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where N is the total population, which is constant. 

A solution of the system of differential equations 3.2 leads to describing the 

vibrational population dynamics (eqs. 4.3). 
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 Although it is possible for the population deposited at the ν=2 level to relax to the 

band (C), then to the first overtone of bending mode before reaching the ν=0 through the 
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bending mode, for simplicity, we consider the pathway ν2→(C)→ν1→(V)→ν0. 

Since the probe pulse is spectrally broad and centered in resonance with 

vibrational transitions between the ν=0 level and levels near ν=1, the observed dynamics 

in Fig. 4.5 are related to the population n0(t) (eq. 4.4).  This equation is used to fit the 

dynamics upon excitation with resonant excitation presented in Fig. 4.5A. 
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The time constants retuned from a converged fit to eq. 3.4 of the dynamics shown 

in Fig. 4.5A are listed in Table 4.1. 

 

Table 4.1: Time constants as returned from a converged fit of dynamics shown in Fig. 

4.5A to equation 4.4. 

 

 

 

 The fit of the vibrational dynamics upon resonant excitation of the ν0→2 transition 

suggested that the vibrational energy, initially deposited in the ν=2 state, is transferred to 

the vibrational band (C) on a time-scale of 250 fs.  Then to the vibrational first excited 

stated ν=1 within a time-scale of 300 fs.  This is relatively fast compared to the flow of 

N(a.u.) n2(0) T2C(fs) nC(0) TC1(fs) n1(0) TV(fs) nV(0) Tth(fs) n0(0)

1.0 0.7 250 1.9 303 5.2 220 0.2 509 8.3 
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vibrational energy from ν=1 to ν=0 vibrational levels, which occurs at its first stage on 

time-scales in the order of 220 fs (relaxation) and 510 fs (thermalization).  The ν1→0 

relaxation and thermalization time-scales are within the same time-scale previously 

reported for the H2O/SiO2 interface, where the vibrational energy was initially deposited 

at the ν=1 vibrational level13.  The relatively faster (~550 fs in total) flow of vibrational 

energy from the ν=2 to ν=1 vibrational levels can be explained by the presence of high 

density of states between these two levels (band C in Fig. 4.6).  In fact, in additional to 

combination bands74, second overtone of bending mode, high order overtones of libration 

modes are present between the two vibrational levels ν=2 and ν=1 (Fig. 4.6). 

4.6. Conclusion 

Surface sum-frequency generation was employed to study the flow of vibrational 

energy in the hydrogen bonding network at the calcium fluoride/water interface.  Unlike 

previous reports13, 14, 72, 73, in this work the vibrational energy is deposited, by resonant 

excitation of the first overtone transition (ν0→2), into the second vibrational excited state.  

Despite the low absorption cross-section of interfacial overtone transitions, our results 

showed that these transitions are capable of initiating a process of vibrational energy flow 

within the interfacial water hydrogen bonding network.  To describe the observed 

dynamics, we considered a five-level model.  According to this model, the deposited 

vibrational energy at the ν=2 excited level relaxes within 250 fs to an intermediate band 

(C) that contains combination bands, and overtones of bending and libration modes.  

Then the vibrational energy relaxes within 300 fs to the first excited state ν=1.  Similar to 

previously reported results, where the excitation is deposited at the ν=1 level, vibrational 
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relaxation takes place within 220 fs time-scale, and thermalises on the 500 fs time-scale 

to a “hot” ground state13.  Although the initial excitation took place through the first 

overtone transition, the relaxation time to the first excited state is ~200 fs shorter 

compared to the relaxation from the first excited state to a “hot” ground state.  This can 

be explained by the higher density of energy states available for receiving vibrational 

energy from the ν=2 level.  Which suggests that the flow of vibrational energy would be 

even faster if the vibrational energy is deposited through overtone transitions of higher 

orders.  The results presented in this part of chapter will be reported in a publication that 

is currently in preparation38. 
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CONCLUSION 

 

This thesis summarized my research accomplishments at Temple University 

during the last three years.  In the first chapter we demonstrated the generation of sub-30 

fs laser pulses in the mid-IR region.  These ultrashort pulses are almost indispensable for 

the investigation of ultrafast vibrational dynamics9, 10, 14, 37, 68.  The developed sub-30 fs 

infrared laser source is based on nonlinear optical crystals in their bulk forms, which 

simplifies the design and the phasematching calculations compared to OPAs based on 

poled materials30, 32.  Additionally, we controlled the temporal chirp in the broadband 

infrared pulses caused by the dispersion effects of different materials in the optical path 

of infrared pulses.  This control may open a new direction for further compression of 

infrared pulses to reach sub optical cycle durations. 

In the second chapter we employed surface sum-frequency generation in both the 

frequency and the time domain to study vibrational OH stretch modes in interfacial water.  

In the first part; frequency domain studies revealed two vibrational modes at the 

alumina/water interface; a strongly hydrogen bonded OH stretch centered at 3166 cm-1, 

and a high frequency band centered ~ 3650 cm-1.  NIR and mid-IR pulses with durations 

on the order of 40 fs were employed to carry out time-domain vSFG studies.  

Simultaneous fit of the time-domain and the frequency domain vSFG data suggested that 

the high-frequency band (ν>3600 cm-1) is actually composed of two oppositely oriented 

vibrational modes: One mode centered ~3679 cm-1 attributed to free OH stretch of 

interfacial water, which dephases on the ~90 fs time-scale, and one mode assigned to one 

type aluminum hydroxyl group, centered ~3644 cm-1, which dephases on the 900 fs time-
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scale. 

To study coherence vibrational dynamics of hydrogen bonded OH stretch in 

interfacial water, we examined the CaF2/H2O interface.  Frequency and time domains 

sum-frequency generation revealed the presence of two oscillators: one centered ~3217 

cm-1 assigned to strongly hydrogen bonded OH stretch, which dephases on 45 fs time 

scales, and one oscillator centered ~3404 cm-1, attributed to weakly hydrogen bonding 

OH stretch, which dephases on 34 fs time-scale.  A full understanding of the vibrational 

coherence dynamics of hydrogen bonding in interfacial water may require a systematic 

study, such as the ionic strength dependence. 

In the third chapter, we investigated the flow of vibrational energy in the 

hydrogen bonding network at the calcium fluoride/water interface.  To our knowledge, 

this is the first time that vibrational energy is deposited, resonantly, with the first 

overtone transition ν0→2.  Despite the low absorption cross-section of interfacial overtone 

transitions, our results showed that these transitions are capable of initiating a process of 

redistribution of vibrational within interfacial water hydrogen bonding network 

vibrational levels.  A fit based of the observed dynamics, based on a five-level system 

suggested that vibrational energy relaxes from the ν=2 to ν=1 levels is faster than the 

process between the ν=1 to ν=0 levels.  This is due to the higher density of states 

between ν=2 and ν=1.  In fact, bellow the n=2 vibrational level, there are combination 

bands and second and higher overtones of bending mode and combination of bending and 

libration, respectively.  The time constants extracted from the fit were as follows: 

T2C(ν2→C)=250 fs, TC1(νC→1)=303 fs, T1V(ν1→V)=220 fs, and Tth(νV→0)=509 fs. 

The next step in investigating the dynamics of vibrational energy flow in 
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interfacial water is to examine interfaces between water and nanostructures such as 

semiconductor quantum dots and plasmonic particles.  These nanostructures are known to 

have high absorption cross-section in the visible and NIR regions.  By exciting the 

nanostructures at energies much higher than their bandgap, electrons (and holes) are 

promoted to higher energy levels in the conduction band (and valence band).  During the 

intraband relaxations of these highly excited electrons (and holes), a process of 

vibrational energy transfer to the interfacial water may occur. 
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